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Tips for Optimal Quality

Sound Quality
If you are listening via your computer speakers, please note that the quality 
of your sound will vary depending on the speed and quality of your internet 
connection.

If the sound quality is not satisfactory, you may listen via the phone: dial 
1-877-447-0294 and enter your Conference ID and PIN when prompted. 
Otherwise, please send us a chat or e-mail sound@straffordpub.com immediately 
so we can address the problem.

If you dialed in and have any difficulties during the call, press *0 for assistance.

Viewing Quality
To maximize your screen, press the ‘Full Screen’ symbol located on the bottom 
right of the slides. To exit full screen, press the Esc button.
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Continuing Education Credits

In order for us to process your continuing education credit, you must confirm your 
participation in this webinar by completing and submitting the Attendance 
Affirmation/Evaluation after the webinar. 

A link to the Attendance Affirmation/Evaluation will be in the thank you email 
that you will receive immediately following the program.

For additional information about continuing education, call us at 1-800-926-7926 
ext. 2.
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Program Materials

If you have not printed the conference materials for this program, please 
complete the following steps:

• Click on the link to the PDF of the slides for today’s program, which is located 
to the right of the slides, just above the Q&A box.

• The PDF will open a separate tab/window.  Print the slides by clicking on the 
printer icon.

Recording our programs is not permitted. However, today's participants can 
order a recorded version of this event at a special attendee price. Please call 
Customer Service at 800-926-7926 ext.1 or visit Strafford’s website 
at www.straffordpub.com.
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Transaction Structures
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• Turnkey EPC 
• Split Contracts – Construction vs 

Procurement
• OEM Warranty
• Long Term Service Agreement (O&M)
• Capacity maintenance/battery 

augmentation
• Operating Agreements (usually SaaS)

• Operation & control software
• Bid generation products

Customary Agreements
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• Procurement strategy/product availability 
• Supply constraints → split contracts

• Prior relationships/preferred counterparty
• Some OEMs do not do EPC

• Project cost
• Turnkey  = ↑ margin stacking

• Revenue optimization
• Project Finance

Contract Structure Drivers
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• Turnkey Project EPC (rare)
• For a BESS co-located with generation 

assets
• Turnkey BESS EPC (common but now 

less so)
• Mostly in larger utility deals and w/ top-tiers

• Split contracts (most common structure) 
• Civil works/installation/MV/HV 
• BESS procurement and commissioning

Construction & Installation
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• Developer engages a BESS integrator only 
• A turnkey offering (but be careful about gaps) 
• No privity of contract with OEM
• Developer must make sure integrator assigns 

all OEM warranties
• Split contracts: Integrator/EPC + OEM

• Interface risk → finger pointing (esp. when the 
BESS fails a performance test)

• Who gives which warranties and guarantees?
• OEM is often a foreign supplier - difficult to sue

BESS Integrator vs BESS OEM
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Warranties and guarantees
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Minimum Performance Specs at COD

• Charge/Discharge Power (MW) - The maximum 
instantaneous amount of power that can be 
produced or received on a continuous basis

• Discharge Energy Capacity (MWh) - The total 
amount of energy that can be continuously 
discharged

• Ramp Rate/Response Time – The time it takes 
the BESS to reach the contracted 
charge/discharge power from idle

• Standby Losses – The power and energy 
consumption of the BESS when in an idle state for 
a specified period (24hrs)

• Round Trip Efficiency - The ratio between the 
amount of energy discharged to the energy used 
to charge the BESS
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Common Performance Guarantees

• Power/Energy Capacity
• Round Trip Efficiency
• Availability 

• Power = a function of O&M
• Energy = capex (augmentation to counter 

degradation)
• Power + energy combined (holistic approach 

becoming more common)
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Performance Guarantee Terms

• Performance testing regime (timing, deeming 
provisions, cure periods, re-testing, OE 
certification)

• Calculation assumptions
• Performance LD rate vs. plant buy-down
• Exclusions (force majeure, weather, 3rd party 

risks)
• ‘Pay or rectify’ vs. ‘pay & rectify’ vs ‘pay but 

rectify if…’
• No Double-dipping
• LD Caps (contract vs. annual)
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Market OEM Battery Warranty Terms 

• Term – 10/15/20 years
• Equipment covered - usually at pod level 

(can be AC system level for vertically 
integrated OEMs)

• 2 Main warranties:
• Design, material and workmanship
• Energy Retention - degradation curve as a 

function of time, throughput and sometimes 
state of charge (SoC)
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Key OEM Warranty Terms

• Term (including timing of 
commencement)

• Cost allocation (labor, customs duties, 
logistics, etc.)

• Exclusions (ex. Force majeure, bad 
O&M/O&M by others, wear and tear, 
oxidation, etc.)

• LD’s: ‘rectify only’ vs. ‘pay or rectify’ vs.                       
‘pay & rectify’ vs. ‘pay but rectify if…’.

• Claims procedures 
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Key Takeaways re Warranties 

• The Product Warranty is the OEM’s 3rd

Rail
• Little scope for negotiation due to OEM 

accounting treatment & warranty reserve 
implications

• Performance guarantees can be a major 
differentiator between suppliers

• Some guarantees are only available if 
OEM does O&M (e.g. availability)

• Annual and overall liability caps are more 
likely to be dealbreaker issues than LD 
rates/calculations



Recent developments in BESS 
Procurement
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Supply Constraints 

• Supply constraints for 2022-2024 
• leading to Developers negotiating volume 

commitments/ reservation agreements 
directly with OEMs

• Results in master agreements with split 
contracts 
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Suppliers have more leverage

• Won’t take shipping/logistics cost risk
• Won’t take storage/demurrage cost risk
• Force Majeure clauses closely negotiated
• Payment milestones more front-loaded
• Termination rights/cancellation fees much 

stricter
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Forced Labor

• Lithium mining is in infancy in Xinjiang but…
• Forced labor hold release orders (e.g. 

Hoshine) and pending legislation is impacting 
the entire industry and not just polysilicon 
module supply 

• OEM’s are auditing/shifting their supply chains
• New reps. warranties and covenants re forced 

labor are being imposed by tax equity and 
lender counsel and passed down 
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Proliferation of SaaS Offerings

• For BESS the Software is as important as the 
hardware

• Many new SaaS offerings on the market over 
last 2-3 years
• Battery Management System
• Stand-alone optimization and control solutions

• Wholesale market bid generation/automation 
• May include revenue sharing arrangements
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• Most new solar projects now include storage
• Results in tax equity issues

• BESS Commissioning timing
• Charging from PV requirements (impacts design –

AC vs DC coupled options)
• Refurbished or recycled BESS components in 

some equipment raises issues re whether the 
BESS is “new and unused” when placed in service 
(potentially creating ITC recapture risk)

Solar + Storage Projects
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Three Archetypes of Financing

• Balance Sheet Financing

• Asset-Backed Financing

• Project Financing

• (Conceptual archetypes only)
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Project Financing

• (aka cash flow financing, off balance 
sheet financing)

• Favorite financing structure for power 
plants

• Requirement: certainty of cash flow
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The Problem With Storage
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• Energy storage facilities are not power plants, 
and we should stop thinking of them that way

• Power plants generally have excellent certainty 
of cash flow

• Energy storage facilities generally do not provide 
the level of cash flow certainty required for 
project financing—most are still financed with 
balance sheet

• Two principal reasons:
• Operational and performance features
• Revenue stacking

Cash Flow (Un)Certainty
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Revenue Stacking

$
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PPA 
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• Power plants have predictable revenue
• Full-offtake purchase
• Fixed capacity payments 

• Energy storage facilities are inherently unpredictable
• No full-time operation
• So many decisions
• So many external factors
• The very purpose of a battery is uncertainty

• So…Fixed capacity payments?
• Quite common
• So many performance guaranties
• Fixed capacity payments may not be so fixed

Operational Features
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Progress
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• Lease financing/asset-backed financing
• Batteries are (relatively) mobile
• No tax credit (yet)

• Protected capacity payments
• Offtake agreements with protected payments
• Performance warranties from manufacturers

• But it’s still difficult

A New Hope
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Interconnection
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Charging Distribution Service

• Southern California Edison Wholesale 
Distribution Access Tariff

• FERC Docket No. ER19-2505

• Inbound Charging Distribution Service

As Available Charging Distribution 
Service

Firm Charging Distribution Service
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• Interconnection Timelines Challenged as Energy 
Storage Interconnection Requests Soar
• CAISO--68 GW to 147 GW of energy storage in 

2021
• CPUC--4,751 MW of Energy Storage by 2032

• Cluster Delays in CAISO
• Cluster 13 Phase I delay
• Cluster 14-Supercluster Interconnection 

Procedures
No queue cluster application window in 2023 

Interconnection Timelines
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Hybrid v. Colocated 
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• Definitions of Hybrid and Colocated

• Regulatory Implications of Definitions

• ITC Implications

• RPS Certification 

• Adding Energy Storage to Existing Facilities

• Material Modification to Interconnection 
Agreement

Energy Storage + Renewables
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Station Power
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• What qualifies as station power

• Regulatory implications of station power

• Wholesale versus Retail Service

• Retail limitations on service

Station Power
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Offtake Agreements
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• Changes to Product Valuation

• California’s Resource Adequacy Program

-CAISO’s Unforced Capacity Valuation

-CPUC Changes to Resource Adequacy—
Slice of Day 

-ELCC Calculations

• Allocating Regulatory Risk

-Compliance Expenditure Cap

-Contract Quantity Calculations

Regulatory Risk
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• Timing for Regulatory Approval

• Consequences for Failure to Obtain Approval

• Regulatory Compliance for Load-Serving Entities

• Procurement Shortfall Penalties

• Development Delay and Procurement Deadlines

• Availability of Delay Damages

• Development Security and Delay Damages

Regulatory Approval
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